
Abstrakt
Cílem této diplomové práce bylo navrhnout moduly určené k demonstraci a testování
některých obvodů, používaných v automobilové technice. Jedná se o LIN transceiver
NCV7420 a osmivýstupový výkonový budič AMIS-39101. Návrh spočíval ve vybrání a
popisu parametrů vhodných podpůrných obvodů, vytvoření celkového schématu a navržení
desky plošných spojů tohoto modulu s ohledem na kompaktní rozměry a předpokládané testy.
Dalším krokem byla tvorba firmware řídicího mikrokontroléru (C8051F344), jež zajišťuje
LIN komunikaci, řízení budiče a základní monitorovací funkce. Poslední část popisuje
software pro hostitelský PC umožňující komfortní řízení sítě složené z těchto modulů. Pro
úplnost byl tento projekt doplněn o přehled vlastností sběrnice LIN a metodiky testování LIN
transceiveru z hlediska funkčních parametrů i některých EMC měření. V příloha obsahuje
kompletní schéma modulu, výkresy desek plošných spojů, seznam řídicích příkazů a
fotografie modulu.

Abstract
The aim of this diploma thesis was to design modules intended for testing and demonstration
purposes of devices used in automotive industry. The demonstrated devices are the LIN
transceiver NCV7420 and the hi-side octal driver AMIS-39101. Generally, the module design
is focused on demonstration purpose of the devices, basic measurement possibilities and
compact board size. The first part of this project describes general LIN bus parameters and
measurements applicable to the LIN transceiver devices according to the LIN Conformance
Test Specification. The second part collects information and parameters about chosen devices.
A global schematic description follows and the PCB design is performed. In the next part, a
firmware description used in a microcontroller is introduced. It provides LIN commands
processing, octal driver control and basic monitoring functions. The last part describes host
PC software created for comfortable board and network controlling. Complete schematic,
PCB drawings, host PC command list and module photos are included in the appendix.
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Introduction
The main goal is to have a prototype to demonstrate the functionality of LIN transceiver
NCV7420 and cooperation with hi-side octal driver AMIS-39101. The second target is a
development of the boards for application engineering measurements. The boards should be
potentially able to perform some EMC and functional measurements.

Main target of this thesis is development of the LIN application board and controlling
software. It should allow creating a LIN network (cluster) where one node is serving master
task while another nodes are slaves. Master node is connected to host PC and controlled via
serial cable. All nodes in the cluster shall be controlled by host PC. They are expected to be
able to change octal driver’s output states according to the host commands and report basic
information (temperature, voltages and status) back.

The first part of the project introduces general parameters and characteristics of the LIN
bus and conformance tests according to [4]. This is necessary for understanding a LIN
communication and requirements for design. The next part describes a MCU C8051F344 used
for a board controlling, LIN transceiver NCV7420 and octal driver AMIS-39101. It is focused
on power supply too. The PCB design and mechanical board characteristics are also included
in this part.

The next chapter analyses the MCU firmware and appoints the text commands used for
the board controlling. A table of supported LIN frames with description is a part of this
chapter too.

The last part introduces the host PC software used for board and network controlling. It is
written in MS Visual Basic 6 environment.
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1. LIN Bus Introduction
LIN (Local Interconnect Network) is a concept for low cost automotive networks, which
complements the existing portfolio of automotive multiplex networks. LIN is the enabling
factor for the implementation of a hierarchical vehicle network in order to gain quality
enhancement and cost reduction of vehicles. The standardization reduces the manifold of
existing low-end multiplex solutions and cuts the cost of development, production, service,
and logistics in vehicle electronics.

The LIN is a serial communications protocol, which efficiently supports the control of
mechatronics nodes in distributed automotive applications.

Detailed information about LIN applications may be found at [11].

 Fig. 1:  Target applications of the LIN bus (source: [11])
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1.1. Features and Possibilities
The main properties of the LIN bus are:

• single master with multiple slaves concept,
• low cost silicon implementation based on common UART/SCI interface hardware, an

equivalent in software, or as pure state machine,
• self synchronization without a quartz or ceramics resonator in the slave nodes,
• deterministic signal transmission with signal propagation time computable in advance,
• low cost single-wire implementation,
• speed up to 20 kbit/s,
• signal based application interaction.

 Fig. 2:  Comparing cost vs. data transfer rate of commonly used automotive buses
(source: [11])
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1.2. Concept of Operation
A LIN cluster consists of one master task and several slave tasks. A master node contains the
master task as well as a slave task. All other nodes contain a slave task only. A node may
participate in more than one cluster. The term node relates to a single bus interface of a node
if the node has multiple LIN bus interfaces.

The master task decides when and which frame shall be transferred on the bus. Usually
the master task participates in one or more superiors buses, like CAN bus. The slave tasks
provide the data transported by each frame.

 Fig. 3:  LIN bus concept (source: [3])

1.3. Signal Management
A signal is transported in the data field of a frame. Several signals can be packed into one
frame as long as they do not overlap each other. Each signal has exactly one producer, i.e. it is
always written by the same node in the cluster. Zero, one or multiple nodes may subscribe to
the signal. All following information is taken over from LIN Specification Package 2.1. [3].

1.3.1. Signal types, consistency and packing

A signal is either a scalar value or a byte array. A scalar signal is between 1 and 16 bits long.
A one bit scalar signal is called a Boolean signal. Scalar signals in the size of 2 to 16 bits are
treated as unsigned integers. A byte array is an array of between one and eight bytes.

Scalar signal writing or reading must be atomic operations, i.e. it should never be possible
for an application to receive a signal value that is partly updated. However, no consistency is
given between signals or between the individual bytes in a byte array.

A signal is transmitted with the LSB first and the MSB last. The only additional rule for
scalar signal packing within a frame is that maximum one byte boundary may be crossed by a
scalar signal. Each byte in a byte array shall map to a single frame byte starting with the
lowest numbered data byte.

1.4. Frame Transfer
The entities that are transferred on the LIN bus are frames.

The time it takes to send a frame is the sum of the time to send each byte plus the
response space and the inter-byte space. The inter-byte space is the period between the end of
the stop bit of the preceding byte and the start bit of the following byte. The inter-frame space
is the time from the end of the frame until start of the next frame.

A LIN frame consists of a header (provided by the master task) and a response (provided
by the slave task). The header consists of a break and sync pattern followed by an identifier.
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 Fig. 4:  Publisher and subscribers of the LIN frame (source: [3])

The structure of the frame is shown in Fig. 5 The frame is constructed of a break
followed by four to eleven byte fields, labelled as in the figure.

 Fig. 5:  The LIN frame structure (source: [3])

Each byte field is transmitted as a serial byte. The LSB of the data is sent first and the
MSB last. The start bit is encoded as a bit with value zero (dominant) and the stop bit is
encoded as a bit with value one (recessive).

 Fig. 6:  A Byte field Structure (source: [3])

This system results in the following desired features:
• System flexibility: Nodes can be added to the LIN cluster without requiring hardware or

software changes in other slave nodes.
• Message routing: The content of a message is defined by the identifier.
• Multicast: Any number of nodes can simultaneously receive and act upon a single frame.
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1.4.1. Break

The break symbol is used to signal the beginning of a new frame. It is the only field that does
not comply with Figure 6. A break is always generated by the master task (in the master node)
and it shall be at least 13 bits of dominant value, including the start bit, followed by a break
delimiter, as shown in Figure 7. The break delimiter shall be at least one nominal bit time
long. A slave node shall use a break detection threshold of 11 nominal bit times.

 Fig. 7:  The Break field (source: [3])

1.4.2. Synch byte

Synch is a byte field with the data value 0x55. The signal edge shifts every bit period, so this
field is used for slave node synchronization.

A slave task shall always be able to detect the break/synch symbol sequence, even if it
expects a byte field (assuming the byte fields are separated from each other). If this happens,
detection of the break/synch sequence shall abort the transfer in progress and processing of
the new frame shall commence.

 Fig. 8:  The Synch byte field (source: [3])

1.4.3. Protected identifier

The identifier uniquely defines the purpose of the frame. A protected identifier consists of two
sub-fields; the identifier and the identifier parity. Bits 0 to 5 are the identifier and bits 6 and 7
are the parity.

The slave task appointed for providing the response associated with the identifier
transmits it, as depicted above. The response consists of a data field and a checksum field.
The slave tasks, interested in the data associated with the identifier, receive the response,
verify the checksum and use the data transported.

 Fig. 9:  Mapping of identifier and parity to the Protected Identifier byte field (source: [3])

The identifiers are split in four categories:
• Values 0 to 59 (0x3b) are used for signal-carrying frames,
• 60 (0x3c) and 61 (0x3d) are used to carry diagnostic data,
• 62 (0x3e) is reserved for user-defined extensions,
• 63 (0x3f) is reserved for future protocol enhancements.
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The parity is calculated on the identifier bits as shown in equations (1) and (2):
P0 = ID0 ⊕ ID1 ⊕ ID2 ⊕ ID4, (1)
P1 = ¬ (ID1 ⊕ ID3 ⊕ ID4 ⊕ ID5). (2)

1.4.4. Data

A frame carries between one and eight bytes of data. The number of bytes contained in a
frame with a specific identifier shall be agreed by the publisher and all subscribers.

For data entities longer than one byte, the entity LSB is contained in the byte sent first
and the entity MSB in the byte sent last (little-endian). The data fields are labelled data 1, data
2,... up to maximum data 8.

1.4.5. Checksum

The last field of a frame is the checksum. The checksum contains the inverted eight bit sum
with carry over all data bytes or all data bytes and the protected identifier. Checksum
calculation over the data bytes only is called a classic checksum and it is used for
communication with LIN 1.3 slaves. Checksum calculation over the data bytes and the
protected identifier byte is called an enhanced checksum and it is used for communication
with LIN 2.0 slaves. The checksum is transmitted in a byte field.

Use of classic or enhanced checksum is managed by the master node and it is determined
per frame identifier; classic in communication with LIN 1.3 slave nodes and enhanced in
communication with LIN 2.0 slave nodes. Identifiers 60 (0x3c) through 63 (0x3f) shall
always use classic checksum.

Changes between LIN 1.3 and LIN 2.0
Standard LIN 2.0 has backward compatibility with authentic LIN 1.3. The major changes
came in a physical layer. Description of signal transitions is not as strict as in previous
versions. EMC is leading criterion in newer versions instead of signal transitions. Another
change is a new method of checksum calculation. While diagnostic and control frames
remained unchanged, user-defined frames checksum calculation is done over all data bytes
and identifier.
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1.5. Electrical Parameters of the LIN Physical Layer
The LIN Physical Layer is a single line, wired AND bus with pull-up resistors in every node,
being supplied from the vehicle power net (VBAT). A diode in series with the pull-up resistor
prevents the electronic control unit (ECU) from being powered by the bus in case of a local
loss of battery. The signal shaping is defined by the requirements of EMI and clock
synchronization.

 Fig. 10:  Internal structure of the LIN transceiver driver and voltage levels (source: [3])

1.5.1. Electrical LIN bus parameters

The most important LIN bus parameters according to the LIN Specification Package 2.1 [3]
are extracted to the Table 1.

Parameter Min Typ. Max Unit Comment / condition
VBAT 8 18 V Operating voltage range
VSUP 7 18 V Supply voltage range
IBUS_LIM 40 200 mA Current limitation for dominant state
Rmaster 900 1000 1100 Ω Master node pull-up resistor
Rslave 20 30 60 kΩ Slave node pull-up resistor
LENBUS 40 m Total bus length
CBUS 1 4 10 nF Total capacitance of the bus
τ 1 5 µs Time constant of overall system
Cmaster 220 pF Capacitance of master node
Cslave 220 250 pF Capacitance of slave node
Cline 100 150 pF/m Line capacitance
VBUSdom 0,4 VSUP Receiver dominant state
VBUSrec 0,6 VSUP Receiver recessive state
VSerDiode 0,4 0,7 1,0 V Voltage Drop at the Serial Diodes
VShift_Bat 11.5 % VBAT VBAT-Shift
VShift_GND 11.5 % VBAT GND-Shift

 Tab. 1:  The most important electrical LIN parameters
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1.6. Synchronization Procedure
The Synch Field consists of the data ’0x55’ inside a byte field, so dominant and recessive
state shift every bit period. The synchronization procedure has to be based on time
measurement between falling edges of the pattern. The falling edges are available in distances
of 2, 4, 6 and 8 bit times which allows a simple calculation of the basic bit times Tbit.

The synchronization procedure is necessary only if a slave node oscillator tolerance is
greater then ± 1,5 %.

 Fig. 11:  Synchronization field (source: [3])

1.6.1. Clock Tolerance

On-chip clock generators can achieve a frequency tolerance of better than ± 14 % with
internal-only calibration. This accuracy is sufficient to detect a synchronization break in the
message stream. The subsequent fine calibration using the synchronization field ensures the
proper reception and transmission of the message. The on-chip oscillator must allow for
accurate bite rate measurement and generation for the remainder of the message frame, taking
into account effects of anything, which affects oscillator frequency, such as temperature and
voltage drift during operation.

Name Clock tolerance Comment / condition ∆f / fnom.

f TOL_RES_MASTER Master node (deviation form nominal clock rate) < ± 0,5 %
f TOL_RES_SLAVE Slave node without making use of synchronization

(deviation from nominal clock rate)
< ± 1,5 %

f TOL_UNSYNCH Deviation of slave node clock from the nominal clock rate
before synchronization (relevant for nodes making use of
synchronization and direct Synch Break detection)

< ± 14 %

f TOL_SYNCH Deviation of slave node clock relative to the master node
clock after synchronization ( relevant for nodes making use
of synchronization)

< ± 2 %

 Tab. 2:  Maximum possible clock tolerances

Note:
For communication between any two nodes their bit rate must not differ by more than ± 2 %.
It is motivated by the UART-like sampling of individual bits in a byte.
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2. Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the branch of electrical sciences, which studies the
unintentional generation, propagation and reception of electromagnetic energy with reference
to the unwanted effects (Electromagnetic Interference, or EMI) that such energy may induce.
The goal of EMC is the correct operation of different equipment using electromagnetic
phenomena in the same electromagnetic environment and the avoidance of any interference
effects. In order to achieve this, EMC pursues two different kinds of issues: interference
(EMI) and susceptibility (EMS).

Emission issues are related to the unwanted generation of electromagnetic energy and to
the countermeasures, which should be taken in order to reduce such generation and to avoid
the escape of any remaining energies into the external environment.

Susceptibility or immunity issues, in contrast, refer to the correct operation of electrical
equipment in the presence of unplanned electromagnetic disturbances.

Interference or noise reduction and hence electromagnetic compatibility is achieved by
addressing both emission and susceptibility issues, i.e., quieting the sources of interference,
making the coupling path between source and victim less efficient, and making the potential
victim systems less vulnerable.

Detailed information about EMC can be found at web pages [9], [10].

2.1. Coupling Mechanisms
The basic arrangement of noise source, coupling path and receptor (sink) is shown on the
Fig. 12. Source and sink are usually electronic devices, though the source may be something
more exotic such as a lightning strike, electrostatic discharge (ESD) or, in one famous case,
the Big Bang at the origin of the Universe.

Any such coupling path can be broken down into one or more coupling mechanisms
working together. There are several basic mechanisms: conductive, capacitive, magnetic or
inductive, and radiative coupling.

 Fig. 12:  EMC model of typical coupling paths (source: [9])
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• Conductive coupling occurs when the coupling path between the source and the receptor
is formed by direct contact with a conducting body, for example a transmission line, wire,
cable, or PCB trace).

• Inductive coupling occurs where the source and receiver are separated by a short distance
(typically less than a wavelength). Strictly, 'Inductive coupling' can be of two kinds,
electrical induction and magnetic induction. It is commonplace to refer to electrical
induction as capacitive coupling, and to magnetic induction as inductive coupling.

• Inductive coupling is sometimes regarded as a form of conductive coupling.
• Capacitive coupling occurs when a varying electrical field exists between two adjacent

conductors, such as PCB traces, typically less than a wavelength apart.
• Inductive coupling or magnetic coupling occurs when a varying magnetic field exists

between two parallel conductors typically less than a wavelength apart, inducing a voltage
across the receiving conductor.

• Radiative coupling or electromagnetic coupling occurs when noise source and sink are
separated by more than a wavelength. Source and sink act as radio antennas: the source
emits an electromagnetic wave, which propagates across the open space and is received by
the sink.
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3. LIN Conformance Test Specification
The designed board is supposed to be capable of certain tests according to the LIN
Conformance Test Specification [4].

Data link layer tests depend highly on firmware implemented in MCU. It has to be able to
handle necessary frame types as well as to change some basic parameters, i.e. break field
length. Generally, the most of the EMC measurements, especially ESD, are supposed to be
performed on special EMC boards. This is not a task of this project, so RF emission and real-
life immunity should be measured only.

The next chapter lists tests included in LIN Conformance Test Specification [4]. Most of
them should be applicable to the designed board.

3.1. LIN OSI Layer 1 – Physical Layer
• Operating Voltage Range
• Signal Threshold Voltages
• Variation of Non Operating Supply Voltage [- 0.3V .. 7,3V ]
• LIN Bus Under Several Conditions
• Slope Control (Measuring the Duty Cycle @ 10.4 / 20.0 kb/s, IUT as Transmitter)
• Propagation Delay of the Receiver
• GND / VBAT Shift Test - Dynamic - GND / VBAT Shift Test
• Failure - Loss of Battery / GND

• Operating Mode - Termination
- Measuring Internal Resistor, IUT as Slave / Master;
- Measuring Internal Capacitance, IUT as Slave

3.2. LIN OSI Layer 2 – Data Link Layer

• Timing Parameters
- Length of Synch Break Low Phase, IUT as Master
- Variation of Length of Synch Break Low Phase, IUT as Slave
- Length of Synch Break Delimiter, IUT As Master
- Variation of Length of Synch Break Delimiter, IUT as Slave
- Length of Header, IUT as Master
- Variation of Length of Header, IUT as Slave
- Oscillator Tolerance, IUT As Master
- Oscillator Tolerance, IUT as Slave Without Making Use of Synchronization Oscillator

Tolerance, IUT as Slave With Making Use of Synchronization
- Length of Frame, IUT as Slave Answering to a Master Request

• Communication Without Failure
- Variation of LIN Identifier, IUT as Master / Slave
- Transmission of the Checksum Byte, IUT as Slave
- Extended Frame, Reserved, IUT as Slave
- Command Frame 'Master Request', IUT as Master / Slave
- Command Frame 'Slave Response Frame’, IUT as Master / Slave
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- Supported Frames according to the IUT specification', IUT as Slave
• Communication Failure

- Bit Error, IUT as Slave
- Checksum Error, IUT as Slave

• Event Triggered Frames – IUT as Slave

3.3. Node Configuration / Network Management

• Status Management
- Error in Received Frame, IUT as Slave
- Error in Transmitted Frame, IUT as Slave
- Error in Transmitted Frame with Collision, IUT as Slave

• Sleep / Wake Up Tests
- Send Command Frame 'Sleep Mode Command', IUT as Master
- Receive Command Frame 'Sleep Mode Command', IUT as Slave
- Receive a Wake Up Request, IUT as Master / Slave
- Send a Wake Up Request - IUT as Slave
- Sleep Mode after Bus Idle

• Node Configuration
- Frame ID Assignment (with direct / indirect response)
- LIN Product ID (with direct / indirect response)
- Read by Identifier Command (with correct / incorrect NAD)
- NAD Assignment (followed by ”Read by Identifier / with positive response / Conditional change NAD)

3.4. LIN EMC Test Specification
The EMC test specifications of all automotive devices (including LIN transceivers) describes
following measurement methods:

• Immunity Against Transients,
• RF-Immunity,
• ESD,
• Emission of RF Disturbances.

The LIN EMC Test Specification shall be used as a standardized common reference for
EMC evaluation of LIN transceivers. It does not include any limits, but only test procedures
failure criteria, test set-ups and test signals concerning:

• the immunity against conducted disturbances on the signal line,
• the emission in the frequency domain caused by the slew rates of the bus signal,
• the immunity against transients (malfunction and damage),
• the immunity against electrostatic discharges (damage).

There is a note, established by the most important OEM and automobile manufacturing
companies, including specified limits. However, this note is not standardized so far.
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4. LIN Application Board Schematic

The final output of this project is a LIN network composed of up to ten nodes. It should
demonstrate a functionality of NCV7420 / NCV7321 transceiver and cooperation with hi-side
octal driver AMIS-39101 providing a possibility of some LIN conformance measurements.
The inspiration was taken from CAN Application Board [1].

Desired parameters and functions are:
• small compact design,
• simple connectivity to PC,
• user interface on each board (LEDs, switches),
• possibility of simple EMC measurements.

 Fig. 13:  Block diagram of LIN Application Board

NCV7420 / NCV7321
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4.1. Description of Functional Blocks
The board may be divided into few functional blocks. These blocks will be described
separately for better transparency.

4.1.1. MCU

A microcontroller (MCU) provides a basic functionality of the board. It creates network and
data link layers of the LIN network communication, provides communication with a host PC,
and ensures a user interaction. The user interaction means scanning states of switches and
controlling the LEDs. The MCU also sends a data to the octal driver.

General MCU tasks are:

• LIN Master node frame creation,
• LIN data reception and interpretation,
• communication with host PC (serving a master task),
• board switches scanning,
• diagnostic LEDs controlling,
• the octal driver controlling.

The MCU was chosen to meet these conditions:

• 8-bit core,
• preferably supported by KEIL™,
• LIN controller or second UART,
• SPI, preferably I2C,
• ISP programming,
• support for software development (code examples),
• interface for PC control,
• reasonable price.

The preferred choice is a Silicon Laboratories chip, C8051F34x family [5] because of the
programming / debugging adapter availability and good price-performance ratio. It is based
on a high-speed standard 8051 core. The C8051F344 includes all required peripherals and
provides enough memory space and speed even for a large firmware written in C language.
About 70 % of instructions are executed in one or two system clock cycles. Software UART
implementation is used instead of hardware LIN controller and thanks to high-accuracy
internal 12 MHz oscillator, the synchronization of slave nodes is not necessary.
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 Fig. 14:  C8051F344 Block diagram (source: [5])

Digital Supply Voltage: 2.7 to 5.25 V
System Clock: 0 to 25 MHz
Digital Supply Current (core): typ. 13.9 mA (VDD = 3.3 V, SysClk = 25 MHz)
RAM Size: 4352 B
Program FLASH Memory Size: 64 kB
Digital IO Ports: 40
Features: Internal Calibrated Oscillator, 0.25 % accuracy

Low Frequency (80 kHz) Oscillator
On-chip debug interface
I2C, SPI
2 enhanced UARTs
Full Speed USB with 1 kB buffer memory
4 16-bit Timers, PCA
10-bit 200 ksps ADC
Temp. sensor, Voltage reference

Package: TQFP 48

 Tab. 3:  Important C8051F344 key-features
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4.1.2. LIN transceiver

The board is designed to be compatible with two ON Semiconductor LIN transceiver devices:
NCV7420 [7] and NCV7321 [6]. Preferred choice is the NCV7420 chip, so it will be
described in greater details. NCV7321 parameters are similar while some features are not
included.

The NCV7420 is a full-featured LIN transceiver designed to interface between LIN
protocol controller and the physical bus. The transceiver is implemented in ON
Semiconductor’s SmartPower, high-voltage, mixed-signal 0.35 μm CMOS technology
enabling both high-voltage analog circuitry and digital functionality to co-exist on the same
chip.

The NCV7420 LIN device is a member of ON Semiconductor’s in-vehicle networking
(IVN) transceiver family and integrates a LIN v2.0 physical transceiver and a 3,3 V voltage
regulator. It is designed to work in harsh automotive environments and is certified to the
TS16949 qualification flow.

 Fig. 15:  NCV7420 internal structure block diagram (source: [7])

 Fig. 16:  Typical Application diagram (source: [7])

NCV7420

NCV
7420

NCV
7420
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Battery Operation Voltage: 5 to 26 V (12 V typ.)
Supply Current

• Normal Mode, LIN recessive:
• Standby:
• Sleep:

max. 1 mA
max. 60 µA (typ. 20 µA)
max. 20 µA

Junction Thermal Shutdown Temperature: 165 - 195°C
Other Features: Voltage Regulator (3.3 V, ~50 mA)

Thermal Shutdown
ESD protection up to 8 kV
Normal / Low Slope Mode
Wake-up input
INH output for auxiliary purposes (control of

an external voltage regulator etc.)
Package: SOIC14

 Tab. 4:  NCV7420 key-features

The LIN data are sent to TxD input and read back from RxD input. NCV7420 has four
operating states (normal mode, low slope mode, stand-by mode, and sleep mode) that are
determined by the input signals EN, WAKE, STB, and TxD. In the Low slope mode the slew
rate of the LIN bus signal is limited to reduce electromagnetic emission. As a consequence the
maximum LIN bus baud rate is reduced to 10 kbps. Possible transitions are shown on Fig 17.
All of them are utilised in the application.

 Fig. 17:  State diagram of NCV7420 (source: [7])
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4.1.3. AMIS-39101 octal driver

The octal driver AMIS-39100 / AMIS-39101 [8] is used for driving up to eight external lines.
The driver is designed for controlling a large variety of loads up to 350 mA of a continuous
current per each channel. In cases where all output drivers are not active, higher output
current per channel can be achieved as long as the thermal limits of the device are not
exceeded. The device includes short-circuit and over-temperature protections.

Digital Power Supply Operation Voltage (VDDN) 3.1 to 5.5 V (6 V max.)
Battery Power Supply Operation Voltage (VS) 3.5 to 28 V (35 V max. for 400 ms)
Supply Current (VS)
 (Normal Mode, without loads)

max. 3.5 mA

Supply Current (VDDN)
 (Normal Mode, CLK = 500 kHz)

max. 1.6 mA

Supply Current (VS + VDDN)
 (Power Down)

max. 40 µA

Maximum Output Current (switch On) -3000 to 350 mA
Maximum Output Current (switch Off) -350 to 350 mA
Total Maximum Output Current -700 to 3750 mA
Internal Over-Current Protection 0.65 to 2A
Clock Frequency (CLK) max. 500 kHz
Package SOIC28 with low Rthja

 Tab. 5:  Important AMIS-39100 / AMIS-39101 parameters

 Fig. 18:  AMIS-39100 / AMIS-39101 internal structure block diagram (source: [8])
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The device is interfaced to a microcontroller via a serial peripheral interface SPI link.
Nevertheless, it does not comply with common SPI standards – MOSI line uses rising edge of
clock signal while MISO is active at a falling edge. Software solution of SPI interface has to
be used, so the communication speed is greatly reduced compared to the hardware SPI.
However, speed is not critical in this application.

The diagnostic circuit in the AMIS-39101 monitors the actual output status at the pins of
the device and stores the result in the diagnostic register which is then latched in the output
register at the rising edge of the WR-pin. Each driver has its corresponding diagnostic bit
DIAG_x. By comparing the actual output status (DIAG_x) with the requested driver status
(CMD_x) the correct operation of the application may be verified.

 Fig. 19:  AMIS-39101 SPI Timing Diagram (source: [8])
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 Fig. 20:  Typical Application Diagram

4.1.4. Host PC serial interface

Electrically isolated UART interface to host PC was used to avoid a ground loop and for PC
COM port protection. Two options of host PC were designed. The first uses metallic RS-232
connection and isolation optocouplers on module board. In the second option the signals are
transmitted via optic fibres. Special RS-232 to fibre optics converter module is necessary on
the host side.

Optocoupler isolation (option 1)
 Four optocouplers are used in push-pull modes as an electrical isolation. Host (isolated)

side is powered from PC, so a software control of RS-232 must match following assumptions:
• RTS line must be driven to logical "H" during communication, enabling ~ + 9 V supply

for receiver (RTS is not inverted like Tx,Rx etc.),
• DTR line must be driven to logical "L" during communication, enabling ~ - 9 V supply

for receiver,
• RTS line must be driven to logical "L" during syncbreak, keeping Rx line quiet to avoid

Windows detect event, otherwise timing is disrupted,
• Tx line must be kept in recessive state (log. "H") during "listening" the line, enabling the

pull down for receiver.

Fibre optics (option 2)
A fibre receiver and transmitter with simple transistor drivers was designed due to EMC

measurements. A standard cheap 0.5 mm plastic fibre is used. This circuit is necessary only
on master node board if EMC measurements are supposed to be performed.

The receiver requires a 5 V power supply, therefore a low-drop external 5 V voltage
regulator has to be used. No voltage level converter is needed since the receiver has an open
collector output.

CVS
100nF CCharge_pump

22nF

Cout *
22nF

* Optional – depend on a final application
and board layout

CVDD
22nF

LLoad
(max.350mH)

RLoad
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 Fig. 21:  Electrically isolated UART interface and fibre optics interface

4.2. Power Supply
The MCU and the digital part of the octal driver need 3,3 V supply voltage whereas the LIN
transceiver and driver’s power switches works with wide range of voltage (5 V to 26 V), so
they are supplied from external (V_BAT) 12 V supply directly.

Component Absolute Maximum Rating Operating Range Unit
Min Max Min Max

LT1121-3.3 0 30 3,7 20 V
LT1121-5 0 30 5,5 20 V
NCV7420 0 45 5 26 V
AMIS-39101 0 35 3,5 28 V
Common for All 0 30 5,5 20 V

 Tab. 6:  Supply Voltage Range for Components

The NCV7420 device has an integrated 3,3 V voltage regulator, which can be used to
supply other 3,3 V devices. The limiting factor of this solution is a maximum regulator
current of 50 mA and maximum power dissipation (smaller current at higher ambient
temperature).

Section Device Conditions 3.3 V current (max) Unit
MCU C8051F344 12 MHz 20 mA

LIN
NCV7420 /
NCV7321

LIN output in
dominant state

1
mA

Octal Driver AMIS-39101 normal mode 1,6 mA
Diagniostic LEDs  all LEDs on 15 mA
UART Interface   5 mA
Total 3,3 V Supply Current  42,6 mA

 Tab. 7:  Worst-case 3,3 V supply power consumption of individual segments
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There are several options for PCB assembly with respect to the 3,3 V branch power supply:

1. NCV7321 used. External voltage regulator has to be assembled. MCU can be powered
on regardless the LIN transceiver state or it may become unpowered in sleep mode in
case the NCV7321 INH pin controls external regulator.

2. NCV7420 used, external voltage regulator assembled. Two sub-options are possible:
a. The MCU and the octal driver are supplied form external regulator – same as option

1.
b. The MCU is powered from an external regulator while voltage for the octal driver

is generated by LIN transceiver’s internal regulator.
3. NCV7420 used, external voltage regulator not assembled. All low-voltage components

are supplied from the NCV7420 internal voltage regulator. When LIN chip goes to the
sleep mode, all devices are powered down. After wake event MCU is powered again
and restart occurs.

Option 3 is preferred. It simulates a real-life application, where the minimum of external
component is desired. In this case a master node should not go to sleep, so this has to be taken
into account while firmware is written. When option 3 is used, maximum thermal losses shall
not be exceeded. In case of a high ambient temperature and the supply voltage higher then
approx. 20 V thermal shutdown can occur. However, the network was tested with 26 V power
supply without problems.

Table 8 estimates a final power consumption of the fully assembled board. Used values
count with datasheet specifications in normal operation modes, while no external load is
connected to the octal driver. The MCU section and the octal driver section include currents
of indication LEDs.

The 3,3 V supply current of all devices was expected not to exceed 30 mA in a normal
operation mode. It depends mainly on number of activated diagnostic LEDs. However, the
real node total consumption (Fibre optic not assembled) reaches nearly 50 mA.

The total board consumption depends highly on fibre optics and octal driver’s loads. L1
and L2 input filter inductors (see enclosed schematic) limit the maximum module current to
ca. 350 mA. When inductors are replaced or short-circuited by “null resistors”, total currents
above 1 A are possible to reach.

Section Power Consumption in Normal (operation) modes Unit
3,3 V Branch 5 V Branch Total Battery

Typ. Max. Typ. Max. Typ. Max.
MCU 20 23 - - 20 33 mA
LIN 0,5 1 - - 0,5 1 mA
Octal Driver 1 1,6 - - 10 15 mA
UART Interface 3 5 - - 3 5 mA
Fibre optics - - 25 50 25 50 mA
Total 24,5 30,6 25 50 58,5 104 mA

 Tab. 8:  Power consumption of branches (typical values are estimated), no octal driver load
connected
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4.3. Top-level Board Schematic
Complete Schematic interconnects the previously described individual blocks. The schematic
was designed to be as simple as possible while maintaining sufficient flexibility. It is located
in the appendix.

A heart of the schematic is the C8051F344 microcontroller. It serves a communication
with host PC via serial port, controls the LIN transceiver and the octal driver.

The serial communication with PC is done through an UART interface. There are two
possibilities of external connection: an electrically isolated RS-232 link and a fibre optic link.
Electrical isolation is realized through two double optocouplers. A PC-side needs no power
supply – it is supplied from a PC serial port. If a node is predetermined to be a slave only, no
UART interface and fibre optics devices have to be assembled. It lowers the cost and total
current consumption slightly.

A four-way small slide switch and four tact switches are connected on Port 2. Ceramic
capacitors are connected to each switch to eliminate glitches. Nevertheless, these glitches
should be handled in a MCU firmware.

Port 3 drives 7 LEDs directly with serial resistors only – no external drivers are used.
A J3 Connector provides a power supply, the interface to the LIN bus and the Wake

input. These lines are ESD protected. This protection may be disconnected due to EMC
measurement requirements. Connection of the LIN bus and the Wake input follow a LIN
transceiver datasheet recommendation; a power supply line uses a LC filter. A level of the
Wake signal is converted to be compatible with the MCU voltage (3.3 V) and it is connected
to MCU port.

Some MCU pins remained unconnected to provide possibility of connecting some
external SPI or I2C devices. In firmware development phase was found that the best solution
of LIN break detection is through PCA (Programmable Counter Array) external pin. It was
assigned instead of one SMBus pin (SDA), so finally the I2C extension may not be used. This
change also required one wire connecting UART1 RxD pin with CEX0 pin (belonging to
PCA).

If the board is expected to be a slave node only, or EMC measurements are not proposed,
some components do not have to be assembled. Examples of some simplified configurations
are shown in Tab. 9:

Configuration Assembly notes
External voltage regulator used R19 not assembled
No external voltage regulator used R20, U4 not assembled
High octal driver output current L1, L2 not assembled;

R16, R17 replaced by null resistors
Slave only O101/2, U101/2, U5, Q101, D101, LED101,

C(F)10x, C51/2, R1xx, SW101/2 not assembled
No fiber optics U101/2, U5, Q101, R106-110, C51/2 not assembled

 Tab. 9:  Variants of final board assembly
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5. PCB Design
A PCB design was focused on small PCB size while maintaining lucidity and logical
placement of elements.

A LIN connector, which is the only connector necessary for a stand-alone (slave)
operation, is situated on one side of the board. A debugging JTAG connector, a serial
connector and fibre optics connectors are placed on the opposite side.

Octal driver outputs, SPI, I2C and LIN transceiver controlling signals are not routed to
connectors, but only to the soldering pads close to a breadboard. The breadboard is organised
as a square of 8 pads on each side. This small part of the board allows some future extensions
and testing of external components without invading the existing board layout e.g. soldering
wires to SMD pads of assembled devices or scratching off the protective mask of the board.

Signal wires and components are situated on the top side of the board as much as possible.
Bottom side is covered by a ground polygon, which improves the EMC compatibility and
allows some EMC measurements. The serial interface has a separated ground creating another
small ground polygon. No other special arrangements were done for EMC.

All components besides tact switches and connectors are in surface-mount packages
(SMD). Majority of resistors and capacitors uses common 1206 packages. It allows placing
lines under their footprints while maintaining small proportions of the board. Each IC has a
decoupling capacitor placed close to it. Signal wires have a width of 10 mils (0.25 mm) while
power supply lines and octal driver output lines are wider (20 mils to 40 mils) to carry higher
currents and to help better visual recognition. Mounting holes are situated in corners of the
board. They allow mounting stand-offs or feet to protect components on the bottom side.

Dimensions of the PCB are 100.0 mm x 105.2 mm. standard FR4 Substrate of thickness
1.5 mm with both-sides18 μm Cu plating is used.

5.1. Mechanical Description of the PCB
The key mechanical parameters of the board are summarised below:

• Material: FR4
• Cu Plating Thickness: 18 μm (0.5 oz)
• Surface Treatment: HAL
• Solder Resist: Green, both sides
• Length: 100.0 mm (3940 mil)
• Width: 105.2 mm (4140 mil)
• Thickness: 1.5 mm
• Minimum Clearance: 0.23 mm (9mil)

5.2. Design notes
Some hardware changes on the final boards are necessary to do:
• One wire connecting LIN RxD pin with MCU PCA input needs to be attached. It is due to

the firmware structure, which was not taken in care in the board design phase.
• Resistor R107 in the fibre optics circuit (see attached schematic) should be connected to

the VCC instead of VCC5V. The fibre optic transmitter has to remain unpowered in board
sleep mode.
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6. MCU Firmware
Firmware (software for the MCU) was developed in KEIL™. The programming language is
C only. LIN communication is slow enough, so assembly code was not necessary. The C code
is more transparent and easier to modify.

6.1. Programming and Debugging Method
Programming is done via the in-system debug/programming circuitry of the MCU.
C8081F344 uses Silicon Labs C1 programming/debugging one-wire protocol. It is a
simplified JTAG interface. A special hardware from the chip’s manufacturer (Silicon
Laboratories) has been available for this purpose. Also, there are PC drivers available that
enable KEIL™ to directly connect to the chip and program it.

The same hardware as mentioned above is used for in-system debugging. In-system
debugging can be done directly in KEIL™ by means of the PC drivers, which is very
convenient.

6.2. MCU Tasks
The main tasks of the on-board MCU are to interpret a host UART commands and to serve
data link layer (according to ISO OSI model). MCU also sets the octal driver and the control
signals of the LIN transceiver. The additional MCU tasks are environment monitoring,
including battery and LIN voltage sensing and temperature monitoring (internal MCU
temperature sensor). Some states and events are displayed on diagnostic LEDs.

6.2.1. Summary list of MCU tasks

Interfaces:
• JTAG (programming and debugging interface)
• UART
• LIN (basically UART)
• External MCU interface (address switches and tact switches)

Core Responsibilities:
• LIN frame controller
• LIN application layer
• NCV7321 / NCV7420 control signals (EN, STB, WAKE)
• Octal Driver (AMIS39101) controlling

Additional Tasks:
• Diagnostic LEDs
• VCC_LIN and V_BAT voltage monitoring
• Temperature monitoring
• Configuration switch bank monitoring
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6.3. Ports and Crossbar
Digital and analog resources of C8051F344 are available through 40 I/O pins. Each pin can be
configured as a GPIO (general purpose I/O) or analog input. Digital peripherals can be
assigned to pins on ports P0 to P3 through the use of a Priority Crossbar Decoder. In
described application it is used for UART0, UART1, SPI and PCA (Programmable Counter
Array) pins allocation. Global pull-up resistors are disabled.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
SCK •
MISO •
MOSI •
NSS •
TX0 •
RX0 •

PCA CEX0 •
TX1 •
RX1 •

ADC VREF •

P1

SPI

UART0

UART1

P0Peripheral Pin I/O

 Tab. 10:  Crossbar configuration

Pins P0.6, P0.7 and P1.2 are configured as analog and skipped by the Crossbar. The first two
are used for external crystal connection and pin P1.2 is a voltage reference for AD converter.

6.4. Firmware Structure
The firmware is conceived as a single-task loop with interrupt. The main loop includes non-
critical operations only. Switches monitoring and calling UART and LIN command
processors are done here. All other tasks are based on interrupt events. It provides best
response-time for time-critical operations.
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6.4.1. Firmware run sequence

Start-up sequence:
1. Disable watchdog
2. Configure ports and LEDs
3. Switch to external crystal oscillator (not necessary; just for better timing accuracy)
4. Set interrupts
5. Initialize serial interface (via UART0)
6. Initialize VREF, ADC, board
7. Initialize LIN interface (Timer3, UART1)
8. Print introduction and help to the host interface
9. Start ADC conversion
10. Print prompt – serial communication ready
11. Main loop cycle

Main loop cycle:
1. Call LIN frame processor when frame received
2. Checking LIN buffer overrun counter
3. Check state of CFG and ADR switches
4. Host interface communication processing
5. Automatic goto-sleep and LIN bus wake-up timers checking (if active)

Reception sequence:
1. Monitor LIN RxD signal (wait for dominant state)
2. If dominant state detected, measure length of the Break field
3. If longer then specified, turn on UART1 (LIN transceiver)
4. Receive LIN bytes and store them to the input buffer
5. When first two bytes received, check if a synch field is present and determine expected

frame length by identifier
6. If expected number of bytes received, set flag and turn off receiver
7. Action depending on received data content

Transmission sequence:
1. Send break
2. Put first character from output buffer to the UART1 (LIN transceiver)
3. Transmit until all data are sent (transmit interrupt)

Other background services:
• ADC reading
• Octal driver controlling (software SPI implementation)
• Autonomous goto-sleep counter (go to sleep if no LIN or host communication is

performed) – may be switched off locally (default on)
• Autonomous LIN wake-up events sending (break fields only) – not enabled by default,

used by master node only

The most important tasks are described by state diagrams for better transparency. Not all
dependencies and flags are included, since the diagrams would become too complex.
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6.4.2. Firmware run state diagram

Start-up sequence

 Fig. 22:  Start-up sequence state diagram

UART1 configuration,
Timer2,3 setting,

LED3 off

Power-up, Reset

Watchdog disabling,
Ports configuration,

All diagnostic LEDs on

Switching to external crystal oscillator,
LED8 off

Reset sources setting,
Interrupt configuration,

LED7 off

UART0 configuration,
LED6 off

ADC0 initialization,
LED5 off

Timer0 setting,
Initial pins state definition,

LED4 off

PCA configuration,
LED1 off

Print introduction

Start AD conversion,
Set octal driver state,

Print prompt
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Main loop sequence
The main loop calls LIN and host command processors and serves some background low-
priority tasks. All time critical tasks are called by interrupt routines.

 Fig. 23:  Main loop sequence state diagram

limit reached

yes

command

hex data
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Complete LIN frame
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UART1 overflow
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Host message
received ?
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switches
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Set mode to Sleep
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state diagram
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LIN command processor
The LIN command processor is called from Main after the entire LIN frame is received.

 Fig. 24:  LIN command processor state diagram
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LIN frame transmission
The transmission is always called from command processors, therefore this diagram may
never be entered in slave node. All transmission states are performed using interrupts.

 Fig. 25:  LIN frame transmission state diagram

Set LIN bus state recessive,
Turn UART1 on

Send all remaining frame bytes

Send the first frame byte

Set LIN bus state dominant,
Reset and start Timer3

Turn off UART1

Wait until 13 Timer3 periods elapse,
Stop Timer3
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LIN frame reception state diagram
MCU enters in this diagram every time the LIN bus signal changes.   

 Fig. 26:  LIN frame reception state diagram

Expected frame length 11B,
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Send response if prepared

Expected frame length 6 B,
PID content depending

action

“3C” “7D” user defined

yes
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PCA counter stop and
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PCA counter start
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frame bytes

PID recognized ? no

no
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LEDx blink
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See the LIN command processor diagram
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6.4.3. Interrupts

Interrupts are used for the most of the MCU tasks. C8051F344 supports two levels of
interrupt priority. The higher priority is assigned to the host interface and the LIN bus
communication.

Interrupt Priority Assigned task
Reset Top MCU reset
UART0 High Host interface
Timer3 Overflow High LIN break symbol counter, LIN frame timeout counter
UART1 High LIN bus
PCA High LIN break symbol generator
Timer2 Overflow Low Octal Driver SPI clock
Timer0 Overflow Low LED flashing / blinking, Sleep counter, Auto Wake counter
ADC0 end of conversion Low Start new conversion

 Tab. 11:  Used interrupts and their priorities in orders of serving

Program Counter Array (PCA) should have the highest priority, however the priority
order is firmly assigned and only priority may be changed. The timer is started on each LIN
bus signal edge, so the code must be fast, short and reliable.

6.4.4. Timers

All MCU timers are utilised in the application. Watchdog could not be used because it limits
PCA accessibility, which was needed for hardware LIN break period measuring. The timer
settings are done after each clock change (i.e. switching between internal 12 MHz and
external 8 MHz crystal oscillator).

Timer Overflow Time Assigned Task
0 10 ms LED flashing/blinking, sleep timer
1 16 / BAUDRATE UART0 baud rate generator
2 20 us Octal's Driver SPI clock generator
3 1 / LIN BAUDRATE LIN Break generator, LIN frame timeout
PCA 1 / LIN BAUDRATE LIN Break detection

 Tab. 12:  Tasks assigned with timers

Timer0
Timer0 uses 10 ms overflow. After 20 overflows (200 ms), the diagnostic LED status is
updated and Sleep and Automatic Wake counters incremented. Checking their states is
performed in the main loop.

Timer1
Timer1 generates baud rate for UART1 (and therefore for LIN bus).
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Timer2
Timer2 generates the clock for software SPI, utilised in the octal driver controlling. SPI
hardware module could not be used due to a non-standard SPI interface. The timer function is
not necessary here, although it gives more reliability and transparency to SPI function.

Timer3
Timer3 observes few tasks associated with LIN bus. Timer3 module is configured as two 8-
bit timers. High byte timer generates LIN Break and low is used as a LIN frame timeout
counter. If the number of LIN symbol periods passed after break is higher then specified in
standard and not complete LIN frame is received, receiver is turned off and the system is
waiting for the new break symbol.

PCA
A falling edge on the CEX0 pin turns on PCA and resets counting, while rising edge stops the
timer. If a length of measured period is longer then specified minimal break length, UART1
receiver is enabled to prepare receiving LIN frame after the rising edge. Every break detection
resets the LIN input buffer pointers.

6.5. Host Interface
UART0 is asynchronous serial port, which is the primary interface to control the system. The
communication protocol is text-oriented with bytes representing ASCII characters. This way
the communication is easily understood and can be performed even without any special
software in the host system (the MCU can print help when necessary).

Since the UART is electrically isolated from the rest of the board, the UART connector
must be able to provide power supply to the optocouplers. This is done using two RS232
signals that are controlled by the host, RTS and DTR. In order the UART port to function,
both of the following conditions must be met on the PC host side:

• RTS (pin 7) line must be driven to logic H providing positive power supply for the
host receiver

• DTR (pin 4) line must be driven to logic L providing negative power supply for the
host receiver

If the lines are not driven to required voltage levels, the host receiver will not function,
i.e. the board will not be able to transmit. Note that the transmitter is driven directly by the
TX line and no power supply is needed there.

The UART0 interface is configured with parameters summarized in Tab.13. Parity bit is
not used and frame errors are ignored. The communication speed has been intentionally
reduced to increase resistance against EMC interference. The maximum baud rate
successfully tried was 19,200 Bd (38,400 Bd failed). So the currently used baud rate
19,200 Bd is high enough to provide communication with minimal lag.

Parameter Value
Baud Rate 19200 Bd
Data Bits 8 b
Start Bits 1 b
Stop Bits 1 b
Flow Control none

 Tab. 13:  UART0 configuration
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6.5.1. Communication

The communication is full duplex. Everything the MCU receives is immediately echoed back
to the host, including control characters. This way it can be easily checked if the interface
works all right. When the target is responding, it simply prints the response on a new line.
Note that warning and/or error messages can occur after the response.

The MCU is ready to receive commands after it prints the prompt “Ready: “. When the
prompt is received, the host can start to input commands. If the communication has been
disrupted (or if in doubt), empty command can always be used to have the MCU print the
prompt.

6.5.2. Command processing

All incoming data goes through two buffers. The first one is small and fast IRQ buffer which
is there for the UART interrupt service routine. Its main purpose is to ensure that the port is
not overrun by incoming communication (there is no hardware buffering in the MCU so if the
incoming byte is not read in time, it would be overwritten by the next one). Similar buffer is
used for outgoing communication. Both these buffers are 8 bytes deep.

The second buffer is larger and is used for command processing. In the first stage, this
buffer is used to process control characters. As soon as ENTER is received, the actual
command processing starts. Following rules are applied:

• Commands are case insensitive.
• If first character contains ‘0’ to ‘9’ or ‘A’ to ‘F’, whole string is stored, whitespace

characters are discarded only.
• Only the first character of a word is stored otherwise.
• Words are delimited by whitespace and punctuation characters (except “_”).

Whitespace characters are completely discarded, punctuators are kept.
• Numbers have to be preceded by “@” or “#”, otherwise they are treated as words.

They are expected to be hexadecimal.

The communication buffer is 64 bytes deep. This is also the limit of how many characters
can the input command use (before sending ENTER). If it has more, they are ignored and the
MCU only waits for ENTER or other control characters. The buffer size is designed to be able
to store more then one full LIN message (22 characters without whitespaces).

6.5.3. List of commands

As the previous section implies, commands can be written in a two ways: full and short. It is
always just the first letter of a word that matters. The list of all commands in their full form is
enclosed; how to build the short form is obvious.

There is a convention that those commands that read a value are terminated by “?”,
commands which assign/force a value include “=” followed by the requested value.
Commands that perform an action contain neither of them. Some commands are read-only; all
commands that assign a value (by “=”) allow reading the value back by “?”.

Related commands are divided into command sets. For the user, however, this means
nothing more than that the first word is the same for all commands in the set. Inspiration for
the host command system was taken from CAN Application Board [1] again.
Complete host command list is enclosed in Appendix.
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6.5.4. Hex data input

The MCU is able to receive raw hexadecimal data representing LIN frames instead of a text
command string. These data are directly sent to the LIN bus with no command processing.

MCU recognises hex data according to a first character of the string. The string is treated
as hex data, if the first character contains ‘0’ to ‘9’ or ‘A’ to ‘F’. Data bytes may be separated
by space delimiter for better readability. MCU prints response data back to the host interface
always without whitespaces to speed up communication. Otherwise it would introduce
transmission delay caused by transmitting useless whitespace characters.

Hex data (LIN frames) example:
55FF011234
55 FF 01 12 34
55 ff 01 12 34

However, 55 FF 1 12 34 is different from previous ones! It would be interpreted as 55 FF
11 23 40.

6.6. LIN Interface
C8051F344 microcontroller has no hardware LIN interface, so a software solution has to be
made. Due to LIN and serial bus standard conformity, integrated UART controller was used
to serve LIN controller. The only difference is at least 13 bits long Break symbol, which is not
included in UART’s specification. It produced small complication, since UART1 Tx may not
be driven by the firmware instruction directly. UART1 have to be unrouted from the crossbar
for a break transmission period.

6.6.1. Active operation modes

The default LIN bus baud rate is 19200 bps. Although, the baud rate may be changed by a
host command. The range of the valid values is 2400 bps to 19200 bps. When different speed
is entered, command will not be executed. The baud rate must be identical for all nodes
connected to the network, so a LIN global addressing control frame sets the baud rate for all
nodes at a time.

NCV7420 provides two communication modes of normal operation: Normal slope and
Low slope mode (see active operation modes diagram on Fig. 17: ).. All nodes should operate
in the same active mode. In the Low slope mode the baud rate above 10 kbps is not allowed
by the firmware. When mode is switched to Normal slope from Low slope again, baud rate
remains unchanged (i.e. 10 kbps). NCV7321 has Normal slope mode only, so changing of this
parameter has no effect.
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6.6.2. Software implementation of the LIN protocol

Basic LIN protocol Diagnostic and Configuration functions are implemented in MCU.
Default NAD (Node Address for Diagnostic) is determined by board switch SW6 and must be
unique in a network. If it is not, collision during response of nodes with the same NAD might
occur. The NAD is identical for the physical and the logical node address.

6.7. Used LIN Identifiers
The master node (i.e. board connected to the host PC) can send LIN frame of any content (any
synch field, ID, data bytes, checksum). The checksum may be computed by the firmware if
required and it is always added after the last byte.

On the other hand, slaves have implemented only some frames to recognize and some
corresponding responses to send. Master is prepared to receive response after Request
identifier (0x3C) is sent and no global addressing NAD is present in posted message, no
matter if the response is implemented in the slave node.

All board-control commands (signals, switches, octal driver) can be executed remotely
with Diagnostic and Configuration Identifiers (0x3C, 0x3D). Diagnostic and control frames
contain always 8 data bytes and checksum is always performed over data bytes only (LIN 1.3
compatibility). The Content of these frames is specified in the LIN protocol and should be
respected. Some shorter frames (using 4 data bytes) are implemented to speed up the
communication. Identifiers of the user data frames can be programmed using control frames.
Each action must have predefined code stored on all nodes.

Each node can be controlled separately or the whole network at once. Addressing is
realized by NAD in the first data byte. In case of the global addressing, the first data frame
contains value of 0x7F (0x3D Identifier). Some commands (such as LIN baud rate change
command) may have no independent node addressing.

The Current firmware version supports 4 short commands with dynamically assigned
protected Identifiers (PIDs). Assign is done by 0x3C frames. All messages (send by the host
PC) are treated by master as requests if they contain just “55 xx”. Incoming message is then
expected.
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6.8. Supported LIN Frame Identifiers with Frame Contents
In the following chapters the LIN frames supported by the boards are listed.

6.8.1. Diagnostic / configuration frames (0x3C, 0x3D)

The nodes support all frames listed in table 14. The first group specifies compulsory LIN
frames (defined in LIN Spec [3]). The second group contains specific messages created to
allow full board control through the LIN bus. At the beginning of this project, it was supposed
only 0x3C / 0x3D frames will be used. This would reduce the complexity of the frame
identifier recognition. However, some functions were adapted to use short frames too. It
provides faster response in the time-critical operations, such as LIN standalone application.

 [0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]  
ID PID Data1 data2 Data3 Data4 Data5 Data6 Data7 Data8 meaning

0x3C 0x3C NAD PCI SID D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 Prototype of
Master Request

0x3D 0x7D NAD PCI RSID D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 Prototype of
Slave Response

LIN Spec. Frames :

0x3C 0x3C NAD 0x06 0xB1 Supplier
ID

Supplier
ID

Message
ID

Message
ID

Protected
ID

Assigned Frame
ID request

0x3D 0x7D NAD 0x01 0xF1 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF Positive Assign

0x3C 0x3C NAD 0x06 0xB2 Identifier Supplier
ID

Supplier
ID

Function
ID

Function
ID Read by identifier

0x3D 0x7D NAD PCI 0xF2 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 positive response

0x3D 0x7D NAD 0x03 0x7F 0xB2 0x12
(error) 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF negative response

0x3C 0x3C 0x00 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF Goto Sleep

0x3C 0x3C NAD 0x06 0xB7 Start index PID(i) PID (i+1) PID (i+2) PID (i+3) Assign Frame ID
Range

0x3D 0x7D NAD 0x01 0xF7 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF Assign Frame ID
Range Resp

User frames :
0x3C 0x3C NAD 0x03 0x11 PNP mode PNP cmd 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF PNP command
0x3D 0x7D NAD 0x03 0x51 PNP mode PNP diag 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF PNP response
0x3C 0x3C NAD 0x06 0x22 mode oscil.sel. B.R. B.R. auto sleep Board config

0x3C 0x3C NAD 0x01 0x23 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF Board voltages
request

0x3D 0x7D NAD 0x06 0x63 temp V_BAT V_BAT V_LIN V_LIN Board voltages
response

0x3C 0x3C NAD 0x01 0x24 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF Board status
request

0x3D 0x7D NAD 0x06 0x64 mode CFGin ADRin P1 P2 Board status
response

0x3C 0x3C NAD 0x01 0x25 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF Node Reset

 Tab. 14:  Supported LIN identifiers and frames meanings

Short legend:
NAD..... Node Address for Diagnostic = same as physical address
PNP...... Octal Driver AMIS-39100/1
B.R....... LIN bus Baud Rate
red ........ Master Request Frames (Identifier 0x3C, always 8 Data bytes, classic checksum)
blue ...... Slave Response Frames (Identifier 0x3D, always 8 Data bytes, classic checksum)
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6.8.2. Meaning of used LIN frames

Although, the most of the frames contents are clear, it is better to clarify meaning of some
specific data bytes, not included in LIN Specification [3]. NAD always specifies node address
and checksum is calculated according to LIN 1.3 Specification (PID not included).

PNP command

0x3C NAD 0x03 0x11 PNP mode PNP cmd 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF checksum
0x7D NAD 0x03 0x51 PNP mode PNP diag 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF checksum

PNP mode 0x00 disables Octal Driver.
0x01 enables Octal Driver.
Other values are ignored and have no effect.

PNP cmd Sets Octal Driver output according to this byte value.
PNP diag Contains 3 cycles old Octal Driver diagnostic data.

Board config

0x3C NAD 0x06 0x22 mode oscil.sel. B.R. B.R. auto sleep checksum

This function has no slave response.

mode LIN transceiver operation mode select.
0x00 – Go to sleep mode (ignored on master node)
0x01 – Normal slope node
0x02 – Low slope mode (equals to Normal mode in NCV-7321 device)
0x03 – Standby mode
Other values have no effect on mode change.

oscil.sel. MCU clock select. Suited for EMC measurements.
0x00 – Switches to crystal oscillator (8 MHz) if running on internal RC now.
0x01 – Switches to RC (6 MHz) oscillator if running on crystal now.
Other values are ignored.

B.R. LIN Baud Rate change. May be a hex number in a range from 0x960 (2400) to
0x4E20 (20000). Default value is 0x4B00 (19200). Other values are ignored.

auto sleep Allows change of power-down modes behaviour.
Low nibble: 0xx0 / 0xx1 disables / enables auto sleep transition.
High nibble: 0x0x / 0x1x disables / enables ADC power save mode (ADC is
turned off in Standby and Sleep mode to lower MCU consumption).
This function is not well tested and should be set to 0xFF!
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Board Voltage request / response

0x3C NAD 0x01 0x23 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF checksum
0x7D NAD 0x06 0x63 temp V_BAT V_BAT V_LIN V_LIN checksum

Slave response contains valid data only. Master request contains empty data bytes.

temp MCU core temperature in degrees Celsius (signed byte)
V_BAT node V_BAT (battery) voltage in milivolts(unsigned int)
V_LIN node V_LIN (MCU and octal driver supply) voltage in milivolts (unsigned int)

Board status request / response

0x3C NAD 0x01 0x24 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF checksum
0x7D NAD 0x06 0x64 mode CFGin ADRin P1 P2 checksum

Slave response contains valid data only. Master request contains empty data bytes.

mode present LIN transceiver operation mode:
0x00 – Go to sleep mode (ignored on master node)
0x01 – Normal slope node
0x02 – Low slope mode (equals to Normal mode in NCV-7321 device)
0x03 – Standby mode

CFGin status of CFG switches

ADRin status of ADR switches

P1 status of MCU P1 port

P2 status of MCU P2 port

Node reset

0x3C NAD 0x01 0x25 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF 0xFF checksum

This command causes the node MCU reset. It will discard all previous settings, including LIN
baud rate!
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6.8.3. User assigned identifiers – Signal-carrying frames

Short frames are used for application to speed up the communication. There are some
predefined functions in nodes. User may assign any PID to these functions. It speeds up not
only LIN communication, but also PC host to master node frame transfer.

Implemented frames with dynamically assigned Identifiers are always 2 data bytes long
and use enhanced checksum. Assignment is done via Assign Frame ID Range. Assign
message have to contain Protected Identifier (PID), not just ID. PID 0x00 means command is
not used and this is the default state. Four implemented commands creates group with Start
Index = 01. Each command have to have different PID. There may not be 2 commands with
the same PID in the network.

[0] [1] [2]
 PID Data1 data2

meaning

Start Index: i = 01
PID(i) Not used

PID(i+1) 0xXX ADRin 0xFF Switches readout
PID(i+2) 0xYY PNP mode PNP cmd PNP command short
PID(i+3) 0xZZ PNP mode PNP diag PNP response short

 Tab. 15:  Supported commands with user-assigned identifiers

6.8.4. Example of user-frame assign

To clarify meaning of the short frames and user assigned identifiers a simple example is
shown:

There are three nodes present in the network. Their NADs are: 0x01, 0x02 and 0x03. We want
to use “Switches readout” and “PNP command” messages on node 02 and 03.

We chose following IDs and associated PIDs:
Node 02, Switches readout: ID = 0x14 -> PID = 0x14
Node 02, PNP command: ID = 0x15 -> PID = 0x55
Node 03, Switches readout: ID = 0x1E -> PID = 0x5E
Node 03, PNP command: ID = 0x1F -> PID = 0x1F

Initialization frames will be:
55 3C 02 06 B7 01 00 14 55 00
55 3C 03 06 B7 01 00 5E 1F 00

Each assign frame may be followed by the response. It confirms the assignment execution
only.

Above listed user identifiers may be used in the network now. 0x55 and 0x5E PIDs are
master commands (master transmits data bytes) and 0x14 and 0x1F PIDs introduces slave
responses. All these frames are closed with enhanced LIN 2.0 checksums (PID included).
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6.9. Checking LIN Frame Errors
Each node uses LIN checksum and Identifier Parity checks. If any error is detected, received
message is ignored and relevant error counter is incremented.

LIN receiver works with Protected Identifiers (PIDs). If received PID is not recognized,
parity check is performed to find if Identifier is not supported or a parity error occurred. When
PID is recognized and all expected bytes are received, checksum verification is realized. If
received checksum does not match with the computed one, the frame is ignored and the error
counter increased.

There is no LIN bus check when sending message.

6.9.1. Auto go-to-sleep function

Automatic Go-to-Sleep function helps saving the energy if no node activity is detected. It is
enabled by default and may be only disabled locally (i.e. using the host command on master
node). After predefined time interval (currently set to 8 seconds) and no LIN or host UART
activity the node goes to the Sleep mode. If MCU is supplied by NCV7420 voltage regulator,
all settings are lost. It must be taken care of performing a new communication at default baud
rate. Only octal driver output’s status is preserved, stored in AMIS-39101 shift register. The
octal driver is in stand by mode.
There are three wake-up events:

• reception of the LIN break (detected by the LIN transceiver)
• local wake (dedicated pressing button) event (detected by the LIN transceiver)
• system power down and power up sequence

6.9.2. Auto-wake function

Automatic Wake function ensures nodes in the network going-to-sleep prevention. This
function is disabled by default and may be only enabled by using local host command (i.e.
only on a master node connected to the host PC). If enabled, the node sends wake-up event
(currently just break field, but may be configured to send a full frame of specified content)
after predefined interval of LIN bus inactivity. In the present configuration the LIN break is
sent after 4 seconds of no activity on the LIN bus.

This function should be activated using a host-software immediately after the network is
powered up. In case the node connected to the host PC goes to the sleep mode, the host
communication is not possible and any local wake up event or a node power restart on any
node is able to wake up the network. This unwanted behaviour may be solved using an
optocoupler transferring host activity to the local wake up circuitry. This problem is solved in
a next hardware version design.

6.10. Octal Driver Commands
The octal driver AMIS-39101 is controlled via software SPI interface. Hardware SPI
peripheral module could not be used due to the non-standard protocol (for details see Fig. 19:
). That is the reason a SPI clock is reduced to 20 kHz for faster MCU response. Theoretical
firmware maximum is ca. 50 kHz.

Immediately after reception of any command including a change of octal driver’s outputs,
the data are sent to the octal Driver. At the same time diagnostic data are read back. Due to
octal driver design and firmware syntax, all diagnostic data are two read / write LIN message
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cycles old. That means it is necessary to send two octal driver LIN commands to retrieve
current output diagnostic. Theoretical latency is one cycle, but it would introduce great
latency to the host/LIN response.

6.11. Diagnostic LEDs Meanings
The status of diagnostic LEDs connected to the MCU ports indicates states of some events,
especially LIN communication events. It is the fastest way to diagnose proceeding LIN
communication.

LED Colour Description Remark
2 Green UART command executed Blink
3 Red LIN PID parity error Blink
4 Red LIN frame checksum error Blink
5 Yellow LIN break received Blink
6 Yellow LIN frame received Blink
7 Yellow LIN frame received, node addressed Blink
8 Green Board is active Periodic blinking
9 Green V_LIN indication On if V_LIN present

10 Green Octal driver Enable signal On if Enable high (Octal driver enabled)
11 Green LIN transceiver Enable signal On if Enable high
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7. Host PC Software
The communication protocol for the UART was written in such a way that it simple to use
and does not require any special software. A simple serial console can be used to control the
board. With enclosed list of text commands a full control over the board and LIN network
may be performed with any serial console. However, for comfortability and faster way to
control the board, the LIN Application Control software was developed.

The communication core of the LIN Application Control is based on CAN Application
(ref. [1]). All controls, functions and graphical interfaces were redesigned to meet the
requirements of the LIN Application board project.

The source code was written using MS Visual Basic 6 environment. It was chosen for its
availability (license presence), simplicity and CAN Application source code availability. The
project derives benefits from MS Comm module, which provides easy access to the
computer’s serial (COM) port. No other special functions or libraries were used.

To run any program written in Visual Basic on any computer, the Visual Basic 6 Runtime
Library (msvbvm6.dll) is required. Windows XP had the VB6 runtime library ever since first
release, so it should work on Windows XP. Nevertheless, the Visual Basic run time files pack
is distributed with the software for sure.

The control software offers a couple of functions:
• Configures the PC COMx port UART.
• Allows user low-level communication over the UART (basic terminal).
• Translates all communication to user-friendly graphical interface (GUI).
• Contains Master node application.
• Allows full board and network control using built-in text commands.

The main window contains following tabs:
• Communication tab – COM port settings and Communication Console
• Control tab – All local node control and diagnostic and some global network settings
• Remote Control tab – Detection and control of remote (slave) nodes, Octal Driver control
• Application tab – Stand-alone master application
• Frames Creator tab – Easy way of LIN frame composing

7.1. Software Window description
All tabs and their content will be described in following sections.

7.1.1. The Communication tab

The communication tab is the first, lowest level part of the program. It provides the possibility
to configure, establish and end the serial communication and allows direct user input and
passed communication overview. It serves a function of simple serial communication console.

Only PC COM port can be selected, other parameters are fixed to the correct values
compatible with the board. Immediately after port is opened, initialization commands are
forwarded to the board. They set the board as a master (i.e. it will not go to sleep and sends
LIN frames to prevent the network to sleep). As soon as the port is opened, the
communication may be started and console prints commands history list. When closing the
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COM port, all communication is discontinued and the LIN Application (see part 7.4) is
stopped.

The console can be used for user input. It should be taken care not to interfere with
ongoing communication performed by the application, which would lead to command
corruption. Any command or LIN frame may be entered here.

 Fig. 27:  Communication Tab

7.1.2. Board Control tab

The second tab provides all possible user board settings. The most of commands are local.
That means no LIN communication is performed. The exceptions are Network Setting Power
Down mode changes and Network MCU Clock Source selection (beneficial in EMC
measurements). For these purposes the broadcast commands are used, so all nodes are
configured in the same way.
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 Fig. 28:  Board Control tab

Reset Source displays the last MCU reset source (i.e. Power on, Button, Missing clock). In
case the node was sleeping, the source may be indicated as “Missing clock”. This indication
can be safely ignored. It is flag indicated by the MCU under some power-up ramp. Meaning
of Reset button causes reset of the master node MCU.

In LIN Control Signals frame local (master) node transceiver operating mode may be
changed or control signals Enable and Stby may be driven and monitored directly. This is the
only way to force the sleep mode of the master node. See state diagram (Fig. 17: ) for
operational modes transitions details.

MCU Clock Source option is useful when minimal EMC emission is required, i.e. for EMC
testing. When Internal choice is checked, MCU switches to internal RC oscillator and turns
the crystal off. It has a sufficient precision even for slave node operation without
synchronization.
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Monitoring frame shows environmental values measured by the master node. Temperature is
measured by MCU internal sensor, so it normally higher then the room temperature after a
few seconds of running.

Error Counters display number of errors detected by the master node. ID parity is checked
always when not-recognized PID byte is received, while checksum is calculated only when
the full LIN frame arrives.

It is possible to change LIN network baud rate with Network Settings “on the fly”. Values
within a range of 2400 to 20000 are accepted. “Low Slope” option may be applied with
speeds up to 9600 kbps when using NCV7420 LIN transceiver on the board. If NCV7321 is
assembled, Low Slope mode has no effect. By reason that whole network have to operate on
the same baud rate, broadcast LIN message is sent to the network by the master. Because non-
volatile memory is not present on the board, if a node goes to sleep or is reset, the node baud
rate is recovered to the default 19200 kbps. It must be taken into account. It would be possible
to store the last baud rate setting in MCU program flash memory, but it would be pretty
complicated and might introduce network inconsistency in case some nodes would be
removed or new added. So this idea was abandoned.

Sleep and Standby mode buttons send broadcast LIN frame to change the operation mode of
all LIN transceivers in network. Master node only does not switch itself to the sleep mode
anyway to provide communication with the master PC. It might be forced to sleep using local
Board Control settings. There exists two ways of wake up nodes from the sleep mode:
software Wake button or Wake switches (see schematic enclosed) on any node in the network.
The default LIN baud rate of 19200 kbps is restored then. Transition from standby mode is
possible only through the Wake button.

Refresh All button causes the refresh of LIN transceiver control signals, Monitoring values
and Error counters. If Periodic Refresh All is checked, values are refreshed in 2 seconds
interval automatically. However, all controls are still active in this mode.

7.1.3. Remote Control tab

The Remote Control tab uses LIN messages to communicate with boards in the network.
Boards may be addressed independently or entire network at once using broadcast frames.

Node Select should be the first step of remote controlling. After Detect Nodes button click, all
16 possible physical nodes (limited by address switches count) are addressed and if a slave
response comes, the NAD of the node present in network is added to the list. If no node
responds, warning message appears. It is necessary to check the network and try again. At
least one node is always present (slave task on the master node). Node can be selected in
NAD combo box after detection or typed manually. Value 0x127 as well as checked
Broadcast checkbox means broadcast NAD address is selected and no response from network
is expected.

Remote Octal Driver allows controlling of individual Octal Driver output in the network,
while actual output diagnostic data is read back and displayed. If Online Refresh is checked,
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every Octal Driver settings change is immediately sent to the LIN bus without need of the
Refresh button click.

All environment Monitoring values are read-only and need no explanation. Since the
temperature sensors and AD converters are not calibrated, values from different nodes in the
network may vary (usually up to ± 2°C). Periodic Refresh ensures values updating in
2 seconds period.

Note: There is no LIN frames buffer used neither in software or firmware. If one remote
action is pending, all user-input controls are disabled for a while. It may be a little bit
annoying, especially on low baud rates, but it is the best way to avoid communication
collisions.

 Fig. 29:  Remote Control tab
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7.1.4. Standalone LIN Application tab

The most of controls on this are hidden at the beginning. They are made visible after Start
button click. The LIN Application is a demonstration and simulation of a real-life application.
The master task is implemented in the controlling software – all LIN messages are sent
through the COM port to the board. The master node board serves as a gateway to the LIN
network, while the PC emulates a central unit.

One to five boards are supported by the application. At least 2 nodes should be present in
the network to demonstrate the functionality.

The application task procedure consists of 4 steps:
1. Node detection. The fundamentals of the LIN node detection is the same as described in

the Remote Control (chapter 7.1.3).
2. User ID assignment. This step is performed to speed-up the communication. Nevertheless

the communication might be performed using the full 8-bytes 0x3C / 0x3D commands,
each slave task has predefined commands that can be controlled by the short LIN frames
(2 data bytes) with user-defined ID. Nodes found in previous step are addressed and user
PIDs are assigned to each command (switch readout and octal driver command).

3. Nodes initialization. Error counters are set to 0, initial octal driver state is forwarded to
each node (Enabled, LED101 on, other off).

4. Cyclic node addressing and controlling. This is the main operational loop. In following
text the letter i represents the node order, beginning at 1 and finishing at the total node
count (N).
a) The first node (i) is asked for status of the tact switches.
b) If any switch is pressed, message with Octal Driver command is sent to following

node (i + 1).
c) i is incremented until it reaches the number of nodes N. Then it starts from the first

node again.
5. Monitoring values read-out. After 10 node addressing cycles (step 4) the environment

values are taken out of the one node. Is slows the cycle a little bit (long frames are used).
At the same time the error counters are read out from the master node (local commands)
and displayed. After another 10 frames the next node is asked for the environmental data.

All errors in LIN communication (parity, checksum or no response of slave node) are
ignored and the cycle continues with another node without any warning. Only the error
counters are incremented.
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 Fig. 30:   Simplified standalone LIN application diagram

Example of LIN Application communication:

1. The node detection found nodes with these NADs in the network: 0x01, 0x02, 0x03.

2. Switch readout request of the first node will have PID = 0x14, and Octal driver command
PID = 0x55. So the first user’s assign LIN frame will be:
55 3C 01 06 B7 01 00 14 55 00

Next assign frames (the second node: 0xD6 / 0x97, the third node: 0xD8 / 0x99):
55 3C 02 06 B7 01 00 D6 97 00
55 3C 03 06 B7 01 00 D8 99 00

3. Setting Octal Drivers to defaults (Enabled, LED1 on):
55 55 01 01
55 97 01 01
55 99 01 01

Nodes detection No nodes present – ERROR message

N nodes detected

Assign PIDs for short
LIN frames

Reset octal driver
setting in all nodes

Read tact switches
status of node i

Is some switch
pressed ?

Send new octal driver
setting to the node

i + 1

Increment i until
i = N, then i = 1

yes

no

response error
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4. We are ready to start the Application now:
55 14 00 00 Node 01 has no switches active, continue with another node.
55 D6 00 00 No active switches on 02 node, going to the next…
55 D8 02 00 SW3 is pressed on the last node. Action:
55 55 01 01 Turn on node 01 Octal Driver.
55 14 08 00 SW4 pressed.
55 97 FF 02 Node 02 Octal driver mode remains unchanged, increment the number
LED turned on.
And so on…

Board switches functions:
SW1 Octal driver disable
SW2 Octal driver enable
SW3 LEDs decrement
SW4 LEDs increment
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 Fig. 31:  Standalone LIN Application tab

7.1.5. Custom LIN Frame Creator tab

This tab provides an easy way of custom LIN frames creating. This is useful when controlling
any “foreign” board connected to the network (for example motordriver, door module etc.). In
such a case the LIN Application board serves the master node function.

Any frame content may be created and sent to the LIN bus and the slave response may be
read back. Checksum is calculated dynamically, PID byte is included in calculation if LIN
version 2.0 is selected and PID does not equal to 0x3C (always classic checksum). The last
not empty field is considered as the end of the frame and is followed by the checksum. Invalid
checksum PID or Synch byte is indicated by the red colour as well as a mismatch in the
received frame checksum.
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 Fig. 32:  Custom LIN frame Creator

7.2. Software errors handling
Generally, all communication errors may be divided into two main groups:
1. LIN communication errors. The source of this error is usually LIN bus short /

disconnection or a problem with the slave node (reset, loss of power etc.). This type of
errors is easy to be handled by the software. In case a LIN frame contains wrong parity bits
or checksum, it is detected by the board and forwarded to the software. The frame content
is ignored and user is informed about an error.

2. Master node error / UART communication error. This assumes a serious problem for the
application. This error may be caused by a serial cable disconnection or master node MCU
reset or power-down, e.g. the MCU becomes unpowered in the sleep mode. In order to
prevent additional problems, it has been decided to stop the communication and close the
COM port immediately after a problem with serial link is detected (mostly no echo
received). It is very conservative, but the most safe approach.
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8. Conclusion
The basic concept of the LIN Application Board was inspired by the existing design of the
CAN Application Board described in reference [1]. Somee aspects were done in similar way,
others completely differently to meet the expectations of this project. The project provides
flexibility to use the boards in several ways. For example three boards were already used for
an octal driver demonstration in the frame of business case at On Semiconductor. Simple
firmware reads the state of input tact switches and controls the output LEDs connected to the
octal driver.

The targets of this project were achieved. As an initial step, all requirements for software
and hardware were collected and documented. The hardware design, including PCB design,
was executed in Protel99 design environment.

The microcontroller firmware was written in C language using the uVision2 Keil IDE.
The firmware provides full slave node implementation and some support functions for the
master node task. The responsibility of the master tasks is moved to the host PC. Thanks this
way, the firmware is unified for both master and slave node. It allows better flexibility and
simpler development. Even with simple UART terminal it is possible to monitor master node
environment and send / receive any LIN frame to / from the LIN network.

The last part of this project was focused on the host PC application software. It was
written in MS Visual Basic 6.0 environment. It provides application master-node capability
and enables user-friendly GUI control over both the master node and the LIN network in an
easy way. Additionally to the control of above described boards, the PC application software
is able to communicate with any other LIN hardware on the lowest level through the Custom
frame LIN tab.

Detailed verification of the modules has revealed few potential improvements for the
future:
• The real prototype consumption was higher than expected due to the higher MCU

demand. It is not a critical part for the target application. If this design should be used in
more power critical application, the consumption could be reduced by better MCU
firmware optimization in the way of efficiency (MCU idle mode for longer time).

• The firmware speed could be improved, for example, by using pointers (i.e. in LIN frame
processing) and hardware SPI module utilization, (despite non-standard AMIS-39101 SPI
protocol). This affects the MCU power consumption as well.

• UART-to-USB converter may be added to the board to improve compatibility with new
PCs and laptops. For now it is possible to use external converter module.
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Glossary

active mode ......................... The nodes of the cluster communicate with each other as a cluster.
bus interface ........................ The logic (transceiver, UART, etc.) of a node that is connected to the

physical bus wire in a cluster.
byte field ............................. Each byte on the LIN bus is sent in a byte field; the byte field includes

the start bit and stop bit transmitted.
checksum model ................. Two checksum models are defined; classic checksum and enhanced

checksum, enhanced includes the protected identifier in the checksum,
classic does not.

classic checksum ................. The checksum used in earlier LIN versions and for diagnostic frames: It
is summed over the data bytes only.

cluster .................................. A cluster is the LIN bus wire plus all the nodes.
data ...................................... The response of a LIN frame carries one to eight bytes of data,

collectively called data.
data byte .............................. One of the bytes in the data.
diagnostic frame .................. The master request frame and slave response frame are called diagnostic

frames.
enhanced checksum ............ A new checksum with slightly better performance: It includes the

protected identifier in the sum, not only data bytes. The enhanced
checksum is used for communication with LIN 2.0 slave nodes. [

frame ................................... All information is sent packed as frames; a frame consist of the header
and a response.

go-to-sleep-command ......... A special diagnostic frame issued to force slave nodes to sleep mode.
header .................................. A header is the first part of a frame; it is always sent by the master task.
identifier .............................. The identity of a frame in the range 0 to 63.
LIN product identification .. A unique number for each LIN node.
master node ......................... The master node not only contains a slave task, but also the master task

that is responsible for sending all frame headers on the bus, i.e. it controls
the timing and schedule table for the bus.

master request frame ........... The master request frame has identifier 60 and is used for diagnostic
frames issued by the master node.

master task .......................... The master task is responsible for sending all frame headers on the bus,
i.e. it controls the timing and schedule table for the bus.

message identifier ............... Each frame in a slave node has a unique 16 bit message number. During
node configuration this number is associated with a protected identifier,
which is then used in the normal communication with the node.

NAD .................................... Node Address for Diagnostic. Diagnostic frames are broadcasted and the
NAD specifies the addressed slave node. The NAD is both the physical
address and the logical address.

node .................................... Loosely speaking, a node is an ECU (electronic control unit). However, a
single ECU may be connected to multiple LIN clusters; in the latter case
the term node should be replaced with bus interface.

protected identifier .............. The identifier (6 bit) together with its two parity bits.
request ................................. The master node puts request on the slave nodes in node configuration

and in the diagnostic transport layer.
reserved frame .................... Reserved frames have an identifier that shall not be used: 63 (0x3f).
response .............................. (1) A LIN frame consists of a header and a response. Also called a Frame

response. (2) The reply message for an ISO request is a response. Also
called a Diagnostic response.

slave node ........................... A node that contains a slave task only.
slave response frame ........... The slave response frame has identifier 61 and is used for diagnostic

frames issued by one of the slave nodes.
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slave task ............................. The slave task is responsible for listening to all frame headers on the bus
and react accordingly, i.e. either publish a frame response or subscribe to
it (or ignore it).

sleep mode .......................... No communication occurs in the cluster.
signal-carrying frame .......... A frame that carries signals shall have an identifier in the range 0 to 59

(0x3b).
user-defined frame .............. A frame with identifier 62. Its purpose or usage is not part of the LIN

specification.
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A. Schematic

A.1. MCU and UART Interface
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A.2. Octal Driver, LIN Interface, Power Supply
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B. PC Board Proposal

B.1. Top side of the board

B.2. Bottom side of the board
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B.3. Bill of material

Designator Value Footprint Remark
C1, C10 – C13, C51, CF1,
CF3, CF31, CF33, CF35,
CF101, CF201

100NF CAP1206

C2, C3 33PF CAP0805
C4, C101, C102 10NF CAP1206
C5 1NF CAP1206
C6 47NF CAP1206
C7, CF2, CF9 47UF/25V PANASONIC_FC_E
C8 330PF CAP1206
C52, CF32, CF34, CF102 10UF/10V SMB
C201 22NF CAP1206
C9, CF36 100NF CAP0805
D1, D2, D5 SMBJ30CA DO214AA
D3, D4 S3D DO214AB
D101 BAS4004 SOT23
D201 – D208 LL4148 MiniMELF
H1 HEADER_5X2 AVX_HEADER_5X2
J1, J2 JUMPER3_TH X3APH
J3 DB9MR DB9MR
J4 HEADER-SIL4 X4APH
J101 DB9FR DB9FR
J201 SOCKET-SIL8 X8APH
J202 HEADER_2X8 X16ABPH
L1, L2 100UH L1007
LED2, LED3, LED101 HSMS-C191 D0805 any red LED in 0805 pac.
LED5, LED6, LED7 HSMY-C191 D0805 any yellow LED in 0805 pac.
LED4, LED8, LED9 – LED11,
LED201 – LED208

HSMG-C170 D0805 any green LED in 0805 pac.

O101, O102 MOCD217 SO8
Q1, Q101, Q102 BC846B SOT23-BEC
R1 4.7K R1206
R2 10K R0805
R3, R7, R8, R12, R16, R17,
R105, R107

1K R1206

R4, R9 33K CRA3A4E
R5, R6 1K CRA3A4E
R10, R11, R14 1K R0805
R13, R15, R106 10K R1206
R18, R101 – R103, R108 560R R1206
R19 0R R1206
R20 47K R1206
R22 91K R1206
R23 9.1K R1206
R24 10MEG R0805
R104 2.2K R1206
R109, R110 150R R1206
R201, R202 10K CRA3A4E
SW1 – SW7 SW-PB PB1720
SW101, SW102 SLIDER3_TH X3APH-SLIDER
U1 C8051F344 TQFP48_7X7_0.5MM
U2 NCV7420 SOIC14
U3 NCV7421 SO8 not assembled
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U4 LT1121-3.3 SOIC8 not assembled
U5 LT1121-5 SOT223 assembled on master node only
U101 HFBR-1527 AVAGO_HFBR-X52X assembled on master node only
U102 HFBR-2521 AVAGO_HFBR-X52X assembled on master node only
U201 AMIS-39101 SO28W
X1 LFA140C CMAC_86SMX

Note:
Devices and packages names were taken from custom Protel 99 libraries used for this project.
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C. List of the Host Commands

*** Command Sets ***
COMMAND SET DESCRIPTION
=========== ===========
Reset Resets the MCU (returns reset source if read)
System Provides board control (static MCU signals)
Lin_control Accesses the on-chip LIN controller
Network Global network control
Octal_driver Octal Driver control
Help Help subsystem

*** 'Help' Subsystem ***
HELP: Commands are case insensitive, shortcuts are the first (= capital)

letters in each word. Command words (even contracted) must be
delimited by white space.
Use '=' to force/assign a value, '?' to read a value.

EXAMPLE: 'S S C?'... returns current state of input CFG switches
'55 3C AA 12' ... sends raw hex data (frame) to LIN transceiver

COMMAND FUNCTION
======= ========
Help System Help on the 'System' (board) command subsystem
Help Lin_control Help on the 'LIN controller' command subsystem
Help Network Help on the 'Network' command subsystem
Help Octal_driver Help on the 'Octal driver' command subsystem

*** 'Board' Subsystem ***
COMMAND FUNCTION
======= ========
System Sense Cfg ? Monitoring CFG input (LIN address) - READ ONLY
System Sense Adr ? Monitoring ADR input (unused)      - READ ONLY
System Sense vBatt ? Monitoring VBATT voltage           - READ ONLY
System Sense Temp ? Monitoring MCU temperature         - READ ONLY
System Sense vLin ? Monitoring VLIN voltage            - READ ONLY
System Xceiver Mode LIN transceiver Mode: Normal-slope, Low-slope,
        = [N|L|S|G|A|D] Standby, Gotosleep, Autosleep, Disable

autosleep
System Xceiver Ne ? LIN transceiver EN signal   - READ ONLY
System Xceiver Stb ? LIN transceiver /STB signal - READ ONLY
System Xceiver Txd = [0|1] LIN transceiver TxD signal
System Xceiver Rxd ? LIN transceiver RxD signal - READ ONLY
System Oscillator = [E|I] MCU Oscillator source: External crystal,

Internal
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*** 'LIN Controller' Subsystem ***
COMMAND FUNCTION
======= ========
Lin Reset Resets and re-initializes the LIN controller,

including all message objects
Lin Checksum = [0,1] Disables / Enables automatic LIN checksum

calculation
Lin Checksum Errors ? Shows number of LIN checksum errors
Lin Checksum Errors Clear Clears LIN checksum error counter
Lin Parity Errors ? Shows number of LIN parity errors
Lin Parity Errors Clear Clears LIN parity error counter
*** 'Network' Subsystem ***
NOTE: Values cannot be read back.
COMMAND FUNCTION
======= ========
Network Xceiver Mode [N,L,S,G] Sets LIN transceivers in all nodes to mode:

Normal-slope, Low-slope, Standby, Gotosleep
Network Wakeup Broadcasts a wake-up message
Network Baudrate #<baudr> Sets new LIN bus baud rate (2400 to 20000)

*** 'Octal Driver’s Subsystem ***
COMMAND FUNCTION
======= ========
Octal Enable [0|1] Enables / Disables Octal drivers on all nodes
Octal Output #<states> State of selected local Octal Driver outputs
Octal Output Prints out status of local Octal driver
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D. Pictures of the Board


